In May of 2011, Jason Hall was assigned the task of implementing and training the VTICAC staff
on the digital exhibit evidence management system. VTICAC had already accepted a proposal

for the system and made contact with the company Tracker Products, and it was his job to take
the base system from delivery from the company to a system that was fully customized to the
VTICAC’s specifications.

The digital exhibit management system is browser-based tracking software that allows its users
to track exhibit’s history while in law enforcement custody in order to establish a confident
chain of custody. The software does this by using a system of barcodes assigned to each
exhibit and a thorough query system to assist investigators.

To make the system into what VTICAC asked for Jason was given their intake sheets to place

into the system. These intake sheets contain a number of fields that an officer would have to fill
out with information about the exhibit by hand. The problem with doing something by hand is
that it can be difficult to decipher the handwriting of individuals and paperwork can be easily
lost or destroyed. With an electronic system, examiners can enter information about exhibits
with no mistake, and the information is securely stored and backed up, preventing the
possibility that its integrity could be called into doubt.

Once his work upgrading the exhibit management system was completed, Jason had to

implement it at VTICAC’s Burlington location, at the Burlington Police Department. This task

involved having the VTICAC staff including the commander of VTICAC, Vermont State Troopers,

and civilian examiners come to a conference to go through each individual piece of the

management system, and answer any questions. From this point the examiners were given
access, and the hardware that comes with the system to train on.

Currently, the digital exhibit management system is still in beta testing with VTICAC, and Jason
continues to assist them in customizing the interface for their use, and help to train anyone
who maybe using the system.

